
I think, as the Bible says, we all go to a common place. But it is not the grave; it is
into life beyond. The world of the future.

Thank you.

"Man, Android, and Machine" (1976)

Within the universe there exists fierce cold things, which I have given the name
"machines" to. Their behavior frightens me, especially when it imitates human behavior
so well that I get the uncomfortable sense that these things are trying to pass
themselves off as humans but are not. I call them "androids," which is my own way of
using that word. By "android" I do not mean a sincere attempt to create in the laboratory
a human being (as we saw in the excellent TV film The Questor Tapes). I mean a thing
somehow generated to deceive us in a cruel way, to cause us to think it to be one of
ourselves. Made in a laboratory -- that aspect is not meaningful to me; the entire
universe is one vast laboratory, and out of it come sly and cruel entities that smile as
they reach out to shake hands. But their handshake is the grip of death, and their smile
has the coldness of the grave.

These creatures are among us, although morphologically they do not differ from
us; we must not posit a difference of essence, but a difference of behavior. In my
science fiction I write about them constantly. Sometimes they themselves do not know
they are androids. Like Rachael Rosen, they can be pretty but somehow lack something;
or, like Pris in We Can Build You, they can be absolutely born of a human womb and
even design androids -- the Abraham Lincoln one in that book -- and themselves be
without warmth; they then fall within the clinical entity "schizoid," which means lacking
proper feeling. I am sure we mean the same thing here, with the emphasis on the word
"thing." A human being without the proper empathy or feeling is the same as an android
built so as to lack it, either by design or mistake. We mean, basically, someone who
does not care about the fate that his fellow living creatures fall victim to; he stands
detached, a spectator, acting out by his indifference John Donne's theorem that "No
man is an island," but giving the theorem a twist: That which is a mental and moral
island is not a man.

The greatest change growing across our world these days is probably the
momentum of the living toward reification, and at the same time a reciprocal entry into
animation by the mechanical. We hold now no pure categories of the living versus the
nonliving; this is going to be our paradigm: my character Hoppy, in Dr. Bloodmoney, who
is a sort of human football within a maze of servo-assists. Part of that entity is organic,
but all of it is alive; part came from a womb, all lives, and within the same universe. I am
talking about our real world and not the world of fiction when I say: One day we will have
millions of hybrid entities that have a foot in both worlds at once. To define them as
"man" versus "machine" will give us verbal puzzle games to play with. What is and will
be a real concern is: Does the composite entity (of which Palmer Eldritch is a good
example among my characters), does he behave in a human way? Many of my stories
contain purely mechanical systems that display kindness -- taxicabs, for instance, or the
little rolling carts at the end of Now Wait for Last Year that that poor defective human



builds. "Man" or "human being" are terms that we must understand correctly and apply,
but they apply not to origin or to any ontology but to a way of being in the world; if a
mechanical construct halts in its customary operation to lend you assistance, then you
will posit to it, gratefully, a humanity that no analysis of its transistors and relay systems
can elucidate. A scientist, tracing the wiring circuits of that machine to locate its
humanness, would be like our own earnest scientists who tried in vain to locate the soul
in man, and, not being able to find a specific organ located at a specific spot, opted to
decline to admit that we have souls. As soul is to man, man is to machine: It is the
added dimension in terms of functional hierarchy. As one of us acts godlike (gives his
cloak to a stranger), a machine acts human when it pauses in its programmed cycle to
defer to it by reason of a decision.

But still, we must realize that the universe, although kind to us in its entirety (it
must like and accept us, or we would not be here; as Abraham Maslow says, "otherwise
nature would have executed us long ago"), does contain grinning evil masks that loom
out of the fog of confusion at us, and it may slay us for its own gain.

We must be careful, however, of confusing a mask, any mask, with the reality
beneath. Think of the war mask that Pericles placed over his features: You would behold
a frozen visage, the grimness of war, without compassion -- no genuine human face or
person to whom you could appeal. And this was, of course, the intention. Suppose you
did not even realize it was a mask; suppose you believed, as Pericles approached you in
the fog and half darkness of early morning, that this was his authentic countenance.
Now, this is almost exactly how I described Palmer Eldritch in my novel about him: so
much like the war masks of the Attic Greeks that the resemblance cannot be accidental.
Is, then, the hollow eyeslot, the mechanical metal arm and hand, the stainless-steel
teeth, which are the dread stigmata of evil  -- is this not, this which I myself first saw in
the overhead sky at noon one day back in 1963, a description, a vision, of a war mask
and metal armor, a god of battle? The God of Wrath who was angry with me. But under
the anger, under the metal and helmet, there is, as with Pericles, the face of a man. A
kind and loving man.

My theme for years in my writing has been, "The devil has a metal face." Perhaps
this should be amended now. What I glimpsed and then wrote about was in fact not a
face; it was a mask over a face. And the true face is the reverse of the mask. Of course
it would be. You do not place fierce, cold metal over fierce, cold metal. You place it over
soft flesh, as the harmless moth adorns itself artfully to terrorize others with ocelli. This is
a defensive measure, and if it works, the predator returns to his lair grumbling, "I saw the
most frightening creature in the sky -- wild grimaces and flappings, stingers and
poisons." His kin are impressed. The magic works.

I had supposed that only bad people wore frightening masks, but you can see
now that I fell for the magic of the mask, its dreadful, frightening magic, its illusion. I
bought the deception and fled. I wish now to apologize for preaching that deception to
you as something genuine: I've had you all sitting around the campfire with our eyes
wide with alarm as I tell tales of the hideous monsters I encountered; my voyage of
discovery ended in terrifying visions that I dutifully carried home with me as I fled back to
safety. Safety from what? From something which, when the need was gone for
concealment, smiled and revealed its harmlessness.

Now I do not intend to abandon my dichotomy between what I call "human" and
what I call "android," the latter being a cruel and cheap mockery of the former for base



ends. But I had been going on surface appearances; to distinguish the categories more
cunning is required. For if a gentle, harmless life conceals itself behind a frightening war
mask, then it is likely that behind gentle and loving masks there can conceal itself a
vicious slayer of men's souls. In neither case can we go on surface appearance; we
must penetrate to the heart of each, to the heart of the subject.

Probably everything in the universe serves a good end -- I mean, serves the
universe's goals. But intrinsic portions or subsystems can be takers of life. We must deal
with them as such, without reference to their role in the total structure.

The Sepher Yezirah, a Cabbalist text, The Book of Creation, which is almost two
thousand years old, tells us: "God has also set the one over against the other; the good
against the evil, and the evil against the good; the good proceeds from the good, and
the evil from the evil; the good purifies the bad, and the bad the good; the good is
preserved for the good, and the evil for the bad ones."

Underlying the two game players there is God, who is neither and both. The effect
of the game is that both players become purified. Thus the ancient Hebrew monotheism,
so superior to our own view. We are creatures in a game with our affinities and
aversions predetermined for us -- not by blind chance but by patient, foresighted
engramming systems that we dimly see. Were we to see them clearly, we would abolish
the game. Evidently that would not serve anyone's interests. We must trust these
tropisms, and anyhow we have no choice -- not until the tropisms lift. And under certain
circumstances they can and do. And at that point, much is clear that previously was
occluded from us, intentionally.

What we must realize is that this deception, this obscuring of things as if under a
veil -- the veil of Maya, it has been called -- this is not an end in itself, as if the universe
is somehow perverse and likes to foil us per se; what we must accept, once we realize
that a veil (called by the Greeks dokos) lies between us and reality, is that this veil
serves a benign purpose. Parmenides, the pre-Socratic philosopher, is historically
credited with being the first person in the West systematically to work out proof that the
world cannot be as we see it, that dokos, the veil, exists. We see very much the same
notion expressed by St. Paul when he speaks about our seeing "as if by the reflection on
the bottom of a polished metal pan." He is referring to the familiar notion of Plato's that
we see only images of reality, and probably these images are inaccurate and imperfect
and not to be relied on. I wish to add that Paul was probably saying one thing more than
Plato in the celebrated metaphor of the cave: Paul was saying that we may well be
seeing the universe backward.

The extraordinary thrust of this thought just simply cannot be taken in, even if we
intellectually grasp it. "To see the universe backward?" What would that mean? Well, let
me give you one possibility: that we experience time backward; or more precisely, that
our inner, subjective category of experience of time (in the sense that Kant spoke of, a
way by which we arrange experience), our time experience, is orthogonal to the flow of
time itself -- at right angles. There are two times: the time that is our experience or
perception or construct of ontological matrix, an extensiveness along with space as an
inseparable extensiveness into another area -- this is real, but the outer time flow of the
universe moves in a different direction. Both are real, but by experiencing time as we do,
orthogonally to its actual direction, we get a totally wrong idea of the sequence of
events, of causality, of what is past and what is future, where the universe is going.

I hope you realize the importance of this. Time is real, both as an experience in



the Kantian sense, and real in the sense which the Soviet Dr. Nikolai Kozyrev expresses
it: that time is an energy, and it is the basic energy that binds the universe together, and
upon which all life depends, all phenomena draw their source out of and express: It is
the energy of each entelechy and of the total entelechy of the universe itself.

But time, in itself, is not moving from our past to our future. Its orthogonal axis
leads it through a rotary cycle within which, for example, we have been "spinning our
wheels," so to speak, in a vast winter of our species that has lasted already about two
thousand of our lineal time years. Evidently orthogonal time or true time rotates
something like the primitive cyclic time, within which each year was regarded as the
same year, each new crop the same crop; in fact, each spring was the same spring
again. What destroyed man's ability to perceive time in this overly simple way was that
he himself as an individual spanned too many of these years and could see that he
himself wore out, was not renewed each year like the corn crop, the bulbs and roots and
trees. There had to be a more adequate idea of time than the simple cyclic time; so he
developed, reluctantly, lineal time, which is an accumulative time, as Bergson showed; it
goes in only one direction and is added to -- or adds to -- everything as it sweeps along.

True orthogonal time is rotary, but on a vaster scale, much like the Great Year of
the ancients; much, too, like Dante's idea of the time rate of eternity that you find
expressed in his Comedy. During the Middle Ages such thinkers as Erigena had begun
to sense true eternity or timelessness, but others had begun to sense that eternity
involved time (timelessness would be a static state), although the time would be quite
different from our perception of it. A clue lay in St. Paul's reiteration that the Final Days
of the world would be the Time of Restoration of All Things. He had evidently
experienced this orthogonal time enough to understand that it contains in it as a
simultaneous plane or extension everything that was, just as the grooves on an LP
contain the part of the music that has already been played; they don't disappear after the
stylus tracks them. A phonograph record is, actually, a long, helical spiral, and can be
represented entirely in a plane geometry sort of way: in space, although I suppose you
can talk about the stylus accumulating the music as it goes along. The idea of
dysfunctions such as bounce back and bounce forward are possible here, but these
would serve no ideological purpose: They would be time-slips, as in my novel Martian
Time-Slip. Yet, if they were to occur, they would serve a purpose for us, the observer or
listener: We would suddenly learn a great deal more about our universe. I believe these
ontological dysfunctions in time do occur, but that our brains automatically generate
false memory systems to obscure them, at once. The reason for this carries back to my
premise: The veil or dokos is there to deceive us for a good reason, and such
disclosures as these time dysfunctions make are to be obliterated that this benign
purpose be maintained.

Within a system that must generate an enormous amount of veiling, it would be
vainglorious to expostulate on what actuality is, when my premise declares that were we
to penetrate to it for any reason, this strange, veil-like dream would reinstate itself
retroactively, in terms of our perceptions and in terms of our memories. The mutual
dreaming would resume as before, because, I think, we are like the characters in my
novel Ubik; we are in a state of half-life. We are neither dead nor alive, but preserved in
cold storage, waiting to be thawed out. Expressed in the perhaps startlingly familiar
terms of the procession of the seasons, this is winter of which I speak; it is winter for our
race, and it is winter in Ubik for those in half-life. Ice and snow cover them; ice and snow



cover our world in layers of accretions, which we call dokos or Maya. What melts away
the rind or layer of frozen ice over the world each year is, of course, the reappearance of
the sun. What melts the ice and snow covering the characters in Ubik, and which halts
the cooling off of their lives, the entropy that they feel, is the voice of Mr. Runciter, their
former employer, calling to them. The voice of Mr. Runciter is none other than that same
voice that each bulb and seed and root in the ground, our ground, in our wintertime,
hears. It hears: "Wake up! Sleepers awake!" Now I have told you who Runciter is, and I
have told you our condition and what Ubik is really about. What I have said, too, is that
time is actually as Dr. Kozyrev in the Soviet Union supposes it to be, and in Ubik time
has been nullified and no longer moves forward in the lineal fashion that we experience.
As this has happened, due to the deaths of the characters, we the readers and they the
personae see the world as it is without the veil of Maya, without the obscuring mists of
lineal time. It is that very energy, Time, postulated by Dr. Kozyrev as binding together all
phenomena and maintaining all life, that by its activity hides the ontological reality
beneath its flow.

The orthogonal time axis may have been presented in my novel Ubik without my
understanding what I was depicting: i.e. the form regression of objects along an entirely
different line from that out of which they, in lineal time, were built. This reversion is that
of the Platonic Ideas or archetypes: A rocketship reverts to a Boeing 747, then back to a
World War I "Jenny" biplane. While I may indeed have expressed a dramatic view of
orthogonal time, it is less certain that this is orthogonal time undergoing an unnatural
reversion: i.e. moving backward. What the characters in Ubik see may be orthogonal
time moving along its normal axis; if we ourselves somehow see the universe reversed,
then the "reversions" of form that objects in Ubik undergo may be momentum toward
perfection. This would imply that our world as extensive in time (rather than extensive in
space) is like an onion, an almost infinite number of successive layers. If lineal time
seems to add layers, then perhaps orthogonal time peels these off, exposing layers of
progressively greater Being. One is reminded here of Plotinus's view of the universe as
consisting of concentric rings of emanation, each one possessing more Being -- or
reality -- than the next.

Within that ontology, that realm of Being, the characters, like ourselves, slumber
in dreams as they wait for the voice that will awaken them. When I say that they and we
are waiting for spring to come I am not merely using a metaphor. Spring means thermal
return, the abolition of the process of entropy; their life can be expressed in terms of
thermal units, and those units have left. It is spring that restores that life -- restores it
fully and in some cases, as with our species, the new life is a metamorphosis; the period
of slumbering is a period of gestation together with our fellows that will culminate in an
entirely different form of life than we have ever known before. Many species are this
way; they go through cycles. Thus our winter sleep is not a mere "spinning of our
wheels," as it might seem. We will not simply bloom again and again with the same
blossoms we produced each year before. This is why it was an error for the ancients to
believe that for us, as for the vegetable world, the same year returned; for us, there is
accumulation, the growth of an entelechy for each of us not yet perfected or completed,
and never repeatable. Like a symphony of Beethoven, each of us is unique, and, when
this long winter is over, we as new blooms will surprise ourselves and the world around
us. What we will do, many of us, is throw off the mere masks that we have worn --
masks that were intended to be taken for reality. Masks that have successfully fooled



everyone, as is their purpose. We have been so many Palmer Eldritches moving through
the cold fog and mists and twilight of winter, but now soon we will emerge and lift the
war mask of iron to reveal the face within.

It is a face that we, the wearers of the masks, have not seen either; it will surprise
us, too.

For absolute reality to reveal itself, our categories of space-time experiences, our
basic matrix through which we encounter the universe, must break down and then utterly
collapse. I dealt with this breakdown in Martian Time-Slip in terms of time; in Maze of
Death there are endless parallel realities arranged specially; in Flow My Tears, the
Policeman Said the world of one character invades the world in general and shows that
by "world" we mean nothing more or less than Mind -- the immanent Mind that thinks --
or rather dreams -- our world. That dreamer, like the dreamer in Joyce's Finnegan's
Wake, is stirring and about to come to consciousness. We are within that dream; these
manifold dreams are about to fold into themselves, to disappear as dreams, to be
replaced by the true landscape of the dreamer's reality. We will join him as he sees it
once again and is aware that he has been dreaming. In Brahmanism, we would say that
a great cycle has ended and that Brahman stirs and wakes again, or that it falls asleep
from being awake; in any case the universe that we experience that is an extension in
space and time of its Mind is experiencing the typical dysfunctions that take place at the
end of a cycle. You may say, if you prefer, "Reality is collapsing; it's all turning to chaos,"
or, with me, you may wish to say, "I feel the dream, the dokos, lifting; I feel Maya
dissolving: I am waking up, He is waking up: I am the Dreamer: We are all the Dreamer."
One thinks here of Arthur Clarke's Overmind.

Each of us is going to have either to affirm or deny the reality that is revealed
when our ontological categories collapse. If you feel that chaos is closing in, that when
the dream fades out, nothing will be left, or worse, something dreadful will confront you -
- well, this is why the concept of the Day of Wrath persists; many people have a deep
intuition that when the dokos abruptly melts they're in for a hard time of it. Perhaps so.
But I think that the visage revealed will be a smiling one, since spring usually beams
down on creatures rather than blasting them with desiccating heat. There may, too, be
malign forces in the universe that will be revealed by the removal of the veil, but I think
about the fall of the political tyranny in the United States in 1974 and it seems to me that
the exposure to the light of day of that ugly cancer and its subsequent removal is the
nature of high value in disclosure to sunlight; we may have to suffer such shocks as
learning that during the Nacht und Nebel, during the time of night and fog, our freedom,
our rights, our property, and even our lives were mutilated, deformed, stolen, and
destroyed by base creatures glutting themselves in spurious sanctuary down there at
San Clemente [the location of Nixon's mansion] and in Florida and all the other villas,
but the shock of exposure was worse for their plans than it was for ours. Our plans
called only for us to live with justice and truth and freedom; the former government of
this country had arranged to live with cruel power of the most arrogant sort, while at the
same time lying to us ceaselessly through all the channels of communication. Such is a
good example of the healing power of sunlight; this power first to reveal and then to
shrivel up the coarse plant of tyranny that had grown deep into the beating heart of a
good people.

That heart beats on now, more strongly than ever, although it was admittedly
badly engulfed; but the cancer that had crawled through it --  that cancer is gone. That



black growth that shunned light, shunned truth, and destroyed anyone who told the truth
-- it shows what can flourish during the long winter of the human race. But that winter
began to end in the vernal equinox of 1974.

Sometimes I think that the Dreamer began to press against the tyranny as he, the
Dreamer, woke us; here in the United States he woke us to our condition, our awful peril.

One of the best novels, and most important to an understanding of the nature of
our world, is Ursula Le Guin's The Lathe of Heaven, in which the dream universe is
articulated in such a striking and compelling way that I hesitate to add any further
explanation to it; it requires none. I do not think that either of us had read about Charles
Tart's study of dreams when we wrote our several novels, but I have now, and I have
read some of Robert E. Ornstein, he being the "brain revolution" person north of where I
live, at Stanford University. From Ornstein's work it would appear that there is a
possibility that we have two entirely separate brains, rather than one brain divided into
two bilaterally equal hemispheres, that, in fact, whereas we have a body we have two
minds (I refer to you the article by Joseph E. Bogen "The Other Side of the Brain: An
Appositional Mind," published in Ornstein's collection The Nature of Human
Consciousness). Bogen demonstrates that every now and then a researcher began to
scent the possibility that we have two brains, two minds, but that only with modern brain-
mapping techniques and related studies has it been possible to demonstrate this. For
example, in 1763 Jerome Gaub wrote: "... I hope that you will believe Pythagoras and
Plato, the wisest of the ancient philosophers, who, according to Cicero, divided the mind
into two parts, one partaking of reason and the other devoid of it." Bogen's article
contains concepts so fascinating as to cause me to wonder why we never realized that
our "unconscious" is not an unconscious at all but another consciousness, with which we
have a tenuous relationship. It is this other mind or consciousness that dreams us at
night -- we are its audience as it binds us in its storytelling; we are little children
spellbound. . . which is why Lathe of Heaven may represent one of the basic great
books of our civilization, especially since Ursula Le Guin, I'm sure, arrived at her
formulation without knowledge of Ornstein's work and Bogen's extraordinary theory.
What is involved here is that one brain receives exactly the same input as the other,
through the various sense channels, but processes the information differently; each
brain works its own unique way (the left is like a digital computer; the right much like an
analogue computer, working by comparing patterns). Processing the identical
information, each may arrive at a totally different result whereupon, since our personality
is constructed in our left brain, if the right brain finds something vital that we to its left
remain unaware of, it must communicate during sleep, during the dream; hence the
Dreamer who communicates to us so urgently in the night is located neurologically,
evidently, in our right brain, which is the not-I. But more than that (for instance, is the
right brain as Bergson thought perhaps a transducer or transformer for ultrasensory
informational input beyond the purview of the left?) we can't say as yet. I think, though,
that the spell of dokos is woven by our right brain's plural; we as a species are prone to
reside entirely within one hemisphere only, leaving the other to do what it must to protect
the world. Keep in mind that this protectiveness is bilateral, an exchange between the
world and each of us: Each of us is a treasure, to be cherished and preserved, but so is
the world and the hidden seeds in it, slumbering. The other hidden seeds. Thus, through
the veil-spinning of Kali, the right hemisphere of each of us, we are kept ignorant of what
we must be ignorant of now. But that time is ending; that winter is melting, along with its



terrors, its tyrannies, and snow.
The best description of this dokos-veil formation that I've read yet appears in an

article in Science Fiction Studies, March 1975, by Frederick Jameson, in "After
Armageddon: Character Systems in Dr. Bloodmoney," which is an obscure novel of
mine. I quote: "Every reader of Dick is familiar with this nightmarish uncertainty, this
reality fluctuation, sometimes accounted for by drugs,* and sometimes by schizophrenia,
and sometimes by new SF powers, in which the psychic world as it were goes outside,
and reappears in the form of simulacra or of some photographically cunning
reproduction of the external" (p. 32).

*I hope Jameson means drugs in the writing and schizophrenia in the
writing, not in me, but I'll let that pass.

You can see from Jameson's description that we are talking about something
very like Maya here, but also something very like a hologram. I have the distinct feeling
that Carl Jung was correct about our unconsciousnesses, that they form a single entity,
or as he called it, "collective unconscious." In that case, this collective brain entity,
consisting of literally billions of "stations," which transmit and receive, would form a vast
network of communication and information, much like Teilhard's concept of the
noosphere. This is the noosphere, as real as the ionosphere or the biosphere; it is a
layer in our earth's atmosphere composed of holographic and informational projections
in a unified and continually processed Gestalt, the sources of which are our manifold
right brains. This constitutes a vast Mind, immanent within us, of such power and
wisdom as to seem, to us, equal to the Creator. This was Bergson's view of God,
anyhow.

It is interesting how deeply troubled the brilliant Greek philosophers were by
activities of the gods; they could see the activities and (or so they thought) the gods
themselves, but as Xenophanes put it: "Even if a man should chance to speak the most
complete truth, yet he himself does not know it; all things are wrapped in appearances"
[emphasis by Dick].

This notion came to the pre-Socratics by virtue of their seeing the many but
knowing a priori that what they saw could not be real, since only the One existed.

"If God is all things, then appearances are certainly deceptive; and, though
observation of the kosmos may yield generalizations and speculations about God's
plans, true knowledge of them could only be had by a direct contact with God's mind." (I
am quoting Edward Hussey in his marvelous book The Pre-Socratics, p. 35.) And he
goes on to give two fragments of Heraclitus: "The nature of things is in the habit of
concealing itself" (Fragment 123). "Latent structure is master of obvious structure"
(Fragment 54).

I wish to remind you that the ancient Greeks and Hebrews did not conceive of
God or God's Mind as above the universe, but within it: immanent Mind or immanent
God, with the visible universe the body of God, so that God was to universe as psyche is
to soma. But they also conjectured that perhaps God was not the great psyche but noos,
a different sort of mind; in which case the universe was not his body but God Himself.
The space-time universe houses but is not a part of God; what is God is the vast grid
field or energy field alone.

If you assume (and you'd be correct to do so) that our minds are energy fields of



some kind anyhow, and that we are fundamentally interacting fields rather than discrete
particles, then there is no theoretical problem in grasping this interaction between the
billions of brainprints emanating and forming and reforming into the patterns of the
noosphere. However, if you still hold to the nineteenth-century view of yourself as a
brittle organism, much like a machine, made up of parts -- well, you see, then how can
you merge with the noosphere? You are a unique, concrete thing. And thingness is what
we must get away from in regarding ourselves and in considering life. By more modern
views we are overlapping fields, all of us, animals included, plants included. This is the
ecosphere, and we are all in it. But what we don't realize is that the billions of discrete
and entirely ego-oriented left-hemisphere brains have far less to say about the ultimate
disposition of the world than does the collective noospheric. Mind that comprises all our
right brains and in which each of us shares. It will decide, and I do not think it impossible
that this vast plasmic noosphere, considering that it covers our entire planet in a veil or
layer, may interact outward into solar-energy fields and from there into cosmic fields.
Each of us, then, partakes of the cosmos -- if he is willing to listen to his dreams. And it
is his dreams that will transform him from a mere machine into an authentic human. He
will no longer strut about and clank with majestic iron, no longer rule his little kingdom
here; he will soar upward, flying like a field of negative ions, like the entity Ubik in my
novel of that name: being life and giving life, but never defining himself because no
clear-cut name to him -- to us -- can be given.

As we move up the manifold -- i.e. progress forward in lineal time, or somehow
stand still and lineal time progresses forward, whichever model is more correct -- we as
many entelechies are continually signaled, given information, and most of all,
disinhibited by firings from the universe around us; in this fashion harmony among all
parts of the universe is maintained. There is no more grand scheme than this: to be
aware that I, as a representative entelechy, must unfold only as these preset signals
reach me, and that control as to the when -- the locus in time -- that each signal will
come is entirely in the hands of the universe. . . this is a thrilling comprehension, and
makes me aware of the unbreakable tie between me and my environment.

There is such order in the response between engrammed systems within each of
us and the accumulating signals that fire these systems in sequence as to imply that the
Agency that laid down the entelechy in the first place, engrammed and then blocked
these systems, knew with absolute precision where along the time path the signals
would take place that would disinhibit; chance is not involved -- the happiest of accidents
is the most astute planning of the universe.

Sometimes I wonder how we could have imagined that our species was exempt
from the instincts that lower species obviously have. What is different about us,
however, is that ants, for instance, are disinhibited by the same signal, and the same
behavior occurs; it is as if one ant again and again is involved, endlessly. But for us,
each is a unique entelechy, and each receives unique sequences of signals -- to which
each responds uniquely. Still, this is the language of the universe that the ant hears; we
thrill with a common joy.

I myself have derived much of the material for my writing from dreams. In Flow
My Tears, for example, the powerful dream that comes to Felix Buchman near the end,
the dream of the wise old man on horseback, that was an actual dream I had at the time
of writing the novel. In Martian Time-Slip I've written in so many dream experiences that
I can't separate them, now, when I read the novel.



Ubik was primarily a dream, or series of dreams. In my opinion it contains strong
themes of pre-Socratic philosophical views of the world, unfamiliar to me when I wrote it
(to name just one, the views of Empedocles). It is possible that the noosphere contained
thought patterns in the form of very weak energy until we developed radio transmission;
whereupon the energy level of the noosphere went out of bounds and assumed a life of
its own. It no longer served as a mere passive repository of human information (the
"Seas of Knowledge" that ancient Sumer believed in) but, due to the incredible surge of
charge from our electronic signals and the information-rich material therein, we have
given it power to cross a vast threshold; we have, so to speak, resurrected what Philo
and other ancients have called the Logos. Information has, then, become alive, with a
collective mind of its own independent of our brains, if this theory is correct. It does not
merely know what we know and remember what once was known, but can construct
solutions on its own: It is a titanic AI system. The difference would be between a tape
recorder that could "remember" a Beethoven symphony that it "heard," and one that
could create new ones, on and on; the library in the sky, having read all the books there
are and ever were, is writing its own book, now, and at night we are being read to -- told
the exciting tale comprising that Great Work-in-Progress.

I must mention lan Watson's article in Science-Fiction Studies on Le Guin's Lathe
of Heaven; in his excellent piece he refers to what may be the most significant --
startlingly so -- story SF has yet produced: Fredric Brown's story that appeared in
Astounding, "The Waveries." You must read that story; if you do not, you may die
without understanding the universe coming into being around you. The Waveries were
attracted to Earth by our radio waves; they returned in a facsimile form, so like our
transmissions (SOS and so forth, chronologically) that at first we couldn't fathom what
was up. Regarding Lathe, Watson says:

Conceivably George (Orr) dreamt a hostile invasion into a peaceful one; yet the dominant
probability is that the aliens are, as they maintain, "of the dream time," that their whole culture revolves
around the mode of "reality dreaming itself into being," that they have been attracted to Earth like the
Waveries of Fredric Brown's story, only by dream-waves rather than radio waves [pp. 71-72].

This could be considered scary stuff, this theme in Le Guin's work and mine.
What are dreams? Are there these dream-universe entities that have come here from
another star (Aldebaran, in Ms. Le Guin's novel)? Are the UFOs that people see
holograms projected by their unconscious minds, acting as transformers, acting, too, as
transducers of these strange dream-universe creatures?

For the past year I've had many dreams that seemed -- I stress the word
"seemed" -- to indicate that a telepathic communication was in progress somewhere
within my head, but after talking with Henry Korman, an associate of Ornstein's, I would
imagine that it is merely my right and left hemispheres conferring in a Martin Buber I-
and-Thou dialogue. But much of the dream material seemed beyond my personal ability
to have created. At one point an attempt was made to get me to write down a complex
engineering principle that was shown me in the form of a round motor with twin rotating
wheels, opposed in direction, much as yin and yang in Taoism alternate as opposing
pairs (and much like Empedocles saw love versus strife, the dialectic interaction of the
world). But this was a true engineering device they had there in my dream; they showed
me a pencil, they said, "This principle was known in your time." And as I rushed to find a



pencil they added: "Known, but buried in a basement and forgotten." There was an
elaborate high-torque chain-thrown mechanism that moved camwise between the two
rotors, but I never got the hang of it when I woke up. What I did later on grasp, though,
was this: Further dreams made it clear that somehow our treatment of seawater by an
osmosis process would give us not only pure water but a source of energy as well.
However, they had the wrong human when they began giving me that sort of material; I
am not trained to understand it. I did purchase over $1,000 worth of reference books to
try to figure out what I'd been shown, though. I have learned this: Something to do with a
high hysteresis factor, in this twin-rotor system, is converted from a defect to an
advantage. No braking mechanism is needed; the two rotors spin constantly at the same
velocity, and torque is transferred by a thrown cam chain.

I give this illustration only to show that either my unconscious has been reading
articles on engineering that elude my memory and my conscious attention and interest,
or there are, shall I say, dream-universe people from, shall I say, Aldebaran or some
other star with us. Perhaps joining their noosphere with ours? And offering assistance to
a crippled, blighted planet that has been bogged down, like a rat on a weary wheel, in
the dead of winter for over two thousand years? If they bring the springtime with them,
then whoever they are, I welcome them; like Joe Chip in Ubik, I fear the cold, the
weariness; I fear the death of wearing out on endless upward stairs, while someone
cruel, or anyhow wearing a cruel mask, watches and offers no aid -- the machine,
lacking empathy, watching as mere spectator, the same horror that I know haunts
Harlan Ellison. It is perhaps more frightening that the killer himself (in Ubik it was Jory),
this figure that sees but gives no assistance, offers no hand. That is the android, to me,
and the evil demigod to Harlan; we both shudder at the idea of its existence. What I can
tell you about the dream-universe people is that if they do exist, whoever they are, they
are not that unsympathetic android; they are human in this deepest of all senses: They
have reached out a helping hand to our planet, to our polluted ecosphere, and perhaps
even assisted in throwing down the tyranny that gripped the United States, Portugal,
Greece, and one day they will throw down the tyranny of the Soviet bloc as well. This is
what I think of when I grasp the idea of springtime: the lifting of the iron doors of the
prison and the poor prisoners, in Beethoven's Fidelio, let out into the sunlight. Ah, that
moment in the opera when they see the sun and feel its warmth. And at last, at the end,
the trumpet call of freedom sounds the permanent end of their cruel imprisonment; help,
from outside, has arrived.

Every now and then someone comes up to a science fiction writer, smiles a
crazy, secret in-the-know smile, and smirks, "I know that what you're writing is true, and
it's in code. All you SF writers are receivers for Them." Naturally, I ask who "Them" is.
The answer is always the same. "You know. Up there. The space people. They're
already here, and they're using your writing. You know it, too."

I kind of smile and edge off. It keeps happening. Well, I hate to admit it, but it is
possible that there is (1) such a thing as telepathy; and (2) that the CETI project's idea
that we might communicate with extraterrestrial beings via telepathy is possibly a
reasonable idea -- if telepathy exists and if ETIs exist. Otherwise we are trying to
communicate with someone who doesn't exist with a system that doesn't work. At least
that'll keep a lot of us busy for a long, long time. But I understand now that a Soviet
astronomy bunch, evidently headed by the same Dr. Nikolai Kozyrev, who developed
the time-as-energy theory I mentioned previously, has reported receiving signals from an



ETI within our solar system. If this were true, and our people are saying that the Soviets
are just monitoring stale, flat, and unprofitable old signals from our own discarded
satellites and other junk ships -- well, suppose these ETI entities or corporate mind are
within, say, the great plasma that seems to surround Earth and is involved with solar
flares and the like; I refer, of course, to the noosphere. It is ETI and TI at once, and
possibly bears a strong resemblance to what Ms. LeGuin has written about in Lathe.
And as every SF fan knows, my own works deal with similar themes. . . thus giving an
annoying couple of marks for plausibility to these freaks who are forever lurching up to
every SF author and saying, "What you're writing is in code. . .," etc. In truth, we may be
influenced, especially during dream states, by a noosphere that is a product of our own,
capable of independent mentation, and involved with ETIs, a mixture of all three and
God knows what else. This might not be the Creator, but it would be as close to Infinite
Mind as we might get, and close enough. That it is benign is obvious, to recall Maslow's
remarks that if nature didn't like us it would have executed us long ago -- here read
Infinite Noosphere for nature.

We humans, the warm-faced and tender, with thoughtful eyes -- we are perhaps
the true machines. And those objective constructs, the natural objects around us, and
especially the electronic hardware we build, the transmitters and microwave relay
stations, the satellites, they may be cloaks for authentic living reality inasmuch as they
may participate more fully and in a way obscured to us in the ultimate Mind. Perhaps we
see not only a deforming veil, but backward. Perhaps the closest approximation to truth
would be to say: "Everything is equally alive, equally free, equally sentient, because
everything is not alive or half alive or dead, but rather lived through." Radio signals are
boosted by a transmitter; they pass through the various components, modified and
augmented, their contours changed, noise eliminated and rejected ... we are extensions,
like those metal arms that pick up radioactive objects for scientists. We are gloves that
God puts on in order to move things here and there as He wishes. For some reason He
prefers to handle reality this way (I will not budge but will defend that pun).

We are suits of clothing that He creates, puts on and uses, and finally discards.
We are suits of armor, too, which gives misleading impression to certain other butterflies
within certain other suits of armor. Within the armor is the butterfly, and within the
butterfly is -- the signal from another star. In the novel I am writing (that the Dreamer,
perhaps, is expressing through me), that star is called Albemuth. I hadn't read Ms.
LeGuin's novel Lathe of Heaven when the idea came to me, but the reader of that novel
will find there also what I just now meant by our being stations within a vast grid  -- and
not realizing it.

Consider this Meditation of Rumi, a Sufi saying [translated] by Idries Shah, who is
a favorite among modern Sufis: "The worker is hidden in the workshop."

Since it is evident that more than anyone else Dr. Ornstein has pioneered the way
to discover the new worldview, which involves a bilateral brain parity unsuspected since
the time of Pythagoras and Plato, I recently summoned my courage and wrote him. Fans
now and then write me, their hands shaking nervously; my entire typewriter shook
nervously as I wrote to Dr. Ornstein. Here is the text of my letter, which I place here as a
final note to explain how I have transcended the categories of reality-versus-illusion by
his help, and thus brought into clear sight an end to twenty years' study and effort on my
part. I quote:



Dear Dr. Ornstein:

Recently I met Mr. Henry Korman and Mr. Tony Hiss (Tony had come to interview me for The
New Yorker). I got into a marvelous discussion with Henry about Sufism and I mentioned my admiration,
bordering on fanatic enthusiasm, for your pioneer work with bilateral brain hemispheric parity. Thus I,
having learned that they know you, am summoning my courage to write you and ask, What has become of
me, since experimenting with bringing on my right hemisphere (I did it mainly by the orthomolecular
formula vitamins, plus a good deal of concentrated meditation)?

By this I mean to say, Dr. Ornstein, ten months ago this took place, and for ten months I have
been a different person. But what to me is most extraordinary (I am writing a book about it, but in the form
of fiction, a novel called To Scare the Dead) is that -- well, let me give the premise as I placed it into the
novel:

Nicholas Brady, an ordinary American citizen with contemporary worldly values and drives (money
and power and prestige), suddenly has inside him a winking into life of an entity that has slumbered for
two thousand years. This entity is an Essene, who died knowing that he would be given the promised
resurrection; he knew it because he and other Qumran individuals had in their possession secret formulae
and medications and scientific practices to ensure it. So suddenly our protagonist, Nicholas Brady, finds
that there are two of him: his old self, at his secular job and goals, and this Essene from the Qumran wadi
back circa A.D. 45, a holy man with holy values and utter antagonism to the secular physical world, which
he sees as the "City of Iron." The Qumran mind takes over and directs Brady in a complicated series of
acts until it becomes evident that others such as this Qumran man are coming back to life here and there
in the world.

Studying the Bible, along with this Qumran personality, Brady finds that the New Testament is in
cipher. The Qumran personality can read it. "Jesus" is really Zagreus-Zeus, taking two forms, one mild,
the other utterly powerful, on which his followers can draw when in need.

The Qumran personality, who, for fictional purposes, I call Thomas, gradually informs Brady that
these are the Parousia, the Final Days. And to be prepared; Thomas will prepare him by reminding him of
his own divinity -- anamnesis, Thomas calls it. Thomas develops a special parity relationship with Brady,
but evolves as a source of teaching for the incredibly ignorant Brady the entity known as Erasmus, who is
in fact a station in the noosphere, which is now so fully charged around Earth that if you are aware of it
you can consciously, rather than unconsciously, draw from it; these are the "Seas of Knowledge" that
were known in ancient times and upon which the Sibyl at Delphi drew. But this is a cover, because Brady
realizes that in point of fact, the Qumran men had as their god not the mythical Jesus but the actual
Zagreus, and by doing research, Brady soon learns that Zagreus was a form of Dionysos. Christianity is a
latter form of the worship of Dionysos, refined through the strange and lovely figure of Orpheus. Orpheus,
like Jesus, is real only in the sense that Dionysos is becoming socialized; born here as a child of another
race, not a human one but a visiting race, Zagreus has had to learn by degrees to modify his "madness,"
which is now kept to a low ebb. Basically, he is with us to reconstruct us as expressions of him, and the
MO of this is our being possessed by him -- which the early Christians sought for, and hid from the hated
Romans. Dionysos-Zagreus-Orpheus-Jesus was always pitted against the City of Iron, be it Rome or
Washington, DC; he is the god of springtime, of new life, of small and helpless creatures, he is the god of
mirth and frenzy, and of sitting here day after day working on this novel.

But in the novel, Thomas says, "The Final Days have come. The overthrow of the tyranny is that
which, in lurid language, John described in Revelation. Jesus-Zagreus is seizing his own, now, one after
another; he lives again."

During winter, it was believed that Dionysos, the god of the vine plant, of vegetation, of the crop,
slumbered. It was known that no matter how dead he seemed (James Joyce's Finnegans Wake is a
wonderful account of this, where they accidentally spill beer on the corpse and it revives), he was actually
alive, though you'd never know it. And then -- not to the surprise of those who understood him and
believed in him -- he was reborn. His followers knew he would be; they knew the secret ("Behold! I tell you
a sacred secret," etc.). We are speaking here of the mystery religions, all of them, including Christianity.
Our God has been sleeping, during the long winter of the human culture (not for one year's rotational cycle
of seasons, but from A.D. 45 through the centuries of mental winter to now); just when winter holds all in
its grip, the snow of despair and defeat (in our case, political chaos, moral ruin, economic ruin -- the winter
of our planet, our world, our civilization), then the vine, which was gnarled and old and seemingly dead,
breaks into new life, and our God is reborn -- not outside us as such, but in each of us. Slumbering not



under snow over the ground surface but within the right hemispheres of our brains. We have been waiting,
we didn't know for what. This is it: This is spring for our planet, in a deeper, more fundamental way. The
cold chains of iron are being thrown off, but by what a miracle. As with my character, Nicholas Brady --
I've had Zagreus awaken in my right hemisphere, and felt the flooding of renewed life, his vigor, his
personality, and his godlike wisdom; he hated the injustice he saw around him, and the lies, and he
remembered "The dear one lands untroubled by men, where amid the shadowy green / The little ones of
the forest live unseen" (Euripides). Dr. Ornstein, thank you for helping bring winter to an end, and ushering
in -- not just spring -- but the living life of Spring alive but asleep inside us.

Really, I suppose that the clear line between hallucination and reality has itself become
a kind of hallucination, and perhaps I am taking my dream experiences too seriously.
But there is much interest now, for instance, in the Senoi tribe of the Malay Peninsula
(vide Kilton Stewart's article "Dream Theory in Malaya" in Charles T. Tart's Altered
States of Consciousness). In a dream I was shown that the word "Jesus" is a code, a
neologism, and not a real name at all; those reading the text in those early days who
were the esoteri (the Qumran men, possibly) would see "Zeus" and "Zagreus" combined
into the integer "Jesus." It is a substitution code, I think they call it. Now, ordinarily, one
would not give much credit to such a dream, or rather to any dream insofar as it might
be an actual entity, an AI system, for instance, giving you accurate information that you
otherwise would not have available to you. But as I went to one of my textbooks the
other day to check a spelling, I found these remarkably similar textual passages, the first
of which we all know, since it concludes our own sacred writings, the New Testament: ".
. . I am the root and scion of David, the bright morning star" (Revelation 22:16, Jesus
describing himself). And:

Of all the trees that are
He hath his flock, and feedeth root by root,
The Joy-god Dionysos, the pure star
That shines amid the gathering of the fruit

(Pindar; a favorite quatrain of Plutarch, circa 430 B.C.)

What are names? This is the god of in-toxication, taking in the sacred mushroom
(cf. John Allegro) or wine, or finding a joke so terribly funny that you lose all reason
laughing and crying, as when you see one of the slapstick silent comedies. In the one
short stanza of Pindar we have flock, we have trees, we have in addition to these two
major symbols of Jesus, terms by which all the esoteri recognize him, yet two more inner
terms: the root and star.

The reference to "root and star" might be taken as equal to a spacial extension of
the time extension of "I am Alpha and Omega," which is the first and last. So "root and
star" indicate: I am from the chthonic world up, and the starry heaven downward. But I
see something else in star, in bright morning star: I think he was saying, "The signal that
the springtime for man is here, that signal comes from another star." We have friends
and they are ETI, and it is as He told us, a bright and morning star: the star of love.

"If You Find This World Bad, You Should See Some of the Others" (1977)

May I tell you how much I appreciate your asking me to share some of my ideas



with you. A novelist carries with him constantly what most women carry in large purses:
much that is useless, a few absolutely essential items, and then, for good measure, a
great number of things that fall in between. But the novelist does not transport them
physically because his trove of possessions is mental. Now and then he adds a new and
entirely useless idea; now and then he reluctantly cleans out the trash -- the obviously
worthless ideas -- and with a few sentimental tears sheds them. Once in a great while,
however, he happens by chance onto a thoroughly stunning idea new to him that he
hopes will turn out to be new to everyone else. It is this final category that dignifies his
existence. But such truly priceless ideas. . . perhaps during his entire lifetime he may, at
best, acquire only a meager few. But that is enough; he has, through them, justified his
existence to himself and to his God.

An odd aspect of these rare, extraordinary ideas that puzzles me is their
mystifying cloak of -- shall I say -- the obvious. By that I mean, once the idea has
emerged or appeared or been born -- however it is that new ideas pass over into being -
- the novelist says to himself, "But of course. Why didn't I realize that years ago?" But
note the word "realize." It is the key word. He has come across something new that at
the same time was there, somewhere, all the time. In truth, it simply surfaced. It always
was. He did not invent it or even find it; in a very real sense it found him. And -- and this
is a little frightening to contemplate -- he has not invented it, but on the contrary, it
invented him. It is as if the idea created him for its purposes. I think this is why we
discover a startling phenomenon of great renown: that quite often in history a great new
idea strikes a number of researchers or thinkers at exactly the same time, all of them
oblivious to their compeers. "Its time had come," we say about the idea, and so dismiss,
as if we had explained it, something I consider quite important: our recognition that in a
certain literal sense ideas are alive.

What does this mean, to say that an idea or a thought is literally alive? And that it
seizes on men here and there and makes use of them to actualize itself into the stream
of human history? Perhaps the pre-Socratic philosophers were correct; the cosmos is
one vast entity that thinks. It may in fact do nothing but think. In that case either what we
call the universe is merely a form of disguise that it takes, or it somehow is the universe -
- some variation on this pantheistic view, my favorite being that it cunningly mimics the
world that we experience daily, and we remain none the wiser. This is the view of the
oldest religion of India, and to some extent it was the view of Spinoza and Alfred North
Whitehead, the concept of an immanent God, God within the universe, not transcendent
above it and therefore not part of it. The Sufi saying [by Rumi] "The workman is invisible
within the workshop" applies here, with workshop as universe and workman as God. But
this still expresses the theistic notion that the universe is something that God created;
whereas I am saying, perhaps God created nothing but merely is. And we spend our
lives within him or her or it, wondering constantly where he or she or it can be found.

I enjoyed thinking along these lines for several years. God is as near at hand as
the trash in the gutter -- God is the trash in the gutter, to speak more precisely. But then
one day a wicked thought entered my mind -- wicked because it undermined my
marvelous pantheistic monism of which I was so proud. What if -- and here you will see
how at least this particular SF writer gets his plots -- what if there exists a plurality of
universes arranged along a sort of lateral axis, which is to say at right angles to the flow
of linear time? I must admit that upon thinking this I found I had conjured up a terrific
absurdity: ten thousand bodies of God arranged like so many suits hanging in some



enormous closet, with God either wearing them all at once or going selectively back and
forth among them, saying to himself, "I think today I'll wear the one in which Germany
and Japan won World War II" and then adding, half to himself, "And tomorrow I'll wear
that nice one in which Napoleon defeated the British; that's one of my best."

This does seem absurd, and it certainly seems to reveal the basic idea as
nonsense. But suppose we recast this "closet full of different suits of clothes" just a little
and say, "What if God tries out a suit of clothes and then, for reasons best known to him,
changes his mind?" Decides, using this metaphor, that the suit of clothes that he
possesses or wears is not the one he wants. . . in which case the aforementioned closet
full of suits of clothes is a sort of progressive sequence of worlds, picked up, used for a
time, and then discarded in favor of an improved one? We might ask at this point, "How
would the suddenly discarded suit of clothes -- the suddenly abandoned universe -- feel?
What would it experience?" And, for us even more importantly, what change, if any,
would the life forms living in that universe experience? Because I have a secret hunch
that this exact thing does indeed happen; and I have a keen additional insight that the
endless trillions of life forms involved would suppose -- incorrectly -- that they had
experienced nothing, that no change had taken place. They, as elements of the new suit
of clothes, would incorrectly imagine that they had always been worn -- always been as
they now were, with complete memories by which to prove the correctness of their
subjective impressions.

We are accustomed to supposing that all change takes place along the linear
time axis: from past to present to future. The present is an accrual of the past and is
different from it. The future will accrue from the present on and be different yet. That an
orthogonal or right-angle time axis could exist, a lateral domain in which change takes
place -- processes occuring sideways in reality, so to speak -- this is almost impossible
to imagine. How would we perceive such lateral changes? What would we experience?
What clues -- if we are trying to test out this bizarre theory -- should we be on the alert
for? In other words, how can change take place outside of linear time at all, in any
sense, to any degree?

Well, let us consider a favorite topic of Christian thinkers: the topic of eternity.
This concept, historically speaking, was one great new idea brought by Christianity to
the world. We are pretty sure that eternity exists -- that the word "eternity" refers to
something actual, in contrast, say, to the word "angels." Eternity is simply a state in
which you are free from and somehow out of and above time. There is no past, present,
and future; there is just pure ontological being. "Eternity" is not a word denoting merely a
very long time; it is essentially timeless. Well, let me ask this: Are there any changes that
take place there; i.e., take place outside of time? Because if you say, "Yes, eternity is
not static; things happen," then I at once smile knowingly and point out that you have
introduced time once more. The concept "time" simply denotes -- or rather posits -- a
condition or state or stream -- whatever -- in which change occurs. No time, no change.
Eternity is static. But if it is static, it is even less than long-enduring; it is more like a
geometric point, an infinitude of which can be determined along any given line. Viewing
my theory about orthogonal or lateral change, I defend myself by saying, "At least it is
intellectually less nonsensical than the concept of eternity." And everyone talks about
eternity, whether they intend to do anything about it or not.

Let me present you with a metaphor. Let us say that there exists this very rich
patron of the arts. Every day on the wall of his living room above his fireplace his



servants hang a new picture -- each day a different masterpiece, day after day, month
after month -- each day the "used" one is removed and replaced by a different and new
one. I will call this process change along the linear axis. But now let us suppose the
servants temporarily running out of new, replacement pictures. What shall they do in the
meantime? They can't just leave the present one hanging; their employer has decreed
that perpetual replacement -- i.e. changing the pictures -- is to take place. So they
neither allow the current one to remain nor do they replace it with a new one; instead,
they do a very clever thing. When their employer is not looking, the servants cunningly
alter the picture already on the wall. They paint out a tree here; they paint in a little girl
there; they add this; they obliterate that; they make the same painting different and in a
sense new, but as I'm sure you can see, not new in the sense of replacing it. The
employer enters his living room after dinner, seats himself facing his fireplace, and
contemplates what should be -- according to his expectations -- a new picture. What
does he see? It certainly isn't what he saw previously. But also it isn't somehow. . . and
here we must become very sympathetic with this perhaps somewhat stupid man,
because we can virtually see his brain circuits striving to understand. His brain circuits
are saying, "Yes, it is a new picture, it is not the same one as yesterday, but also it is the
same one, I think, I feel on a very deep, intuitive basis. . . I feel that somehow I've seen it
before. I seem to remember a tree, though, and there is no tree." Now, perhaps, if we
extrapolate from this man's perceptual, mentational confusion to the theoretical point I
was making about lateral change, you can get a better idea of what I mean; I mean,
perhaps you can, to at least a degree, see that although what I'm talking about may not
exist -- my concept may be fictional -- it could exist. It is not intellectually self-
contradictory.

As a science fiction writer I gravitate toward such ideas as this; we in the field, of
course, know this idea as the "alternate universe" theme. Some of you, I am sure, know
that my novel The Man in the High Castle utilized this theme. There was in it an
alternate world in which Germany and Japan and Italy won World War II. At one point in
the novel Mr. Tagomi, the protagonist, somehow is carried over to our world, in which
the Axis powers lost. He remained in our world only a short time, and scuttled in fright
back to his own universe as soon as he glimpsed or understood what had happened --
and thought no more of it after that; it had been for him a thoroughly unpleasant
experience, since, being Japanese, it was for him a worse universe than his customary
one. For a Jew, however, it would have been infinitely better -- for obvious reasons.

In The Man in the High Castle I give no real explanation as to why or how Mr.
Tagomi slid across into our universe; he simply sat in the park and scrutinized a piece of
modern abstract handmade jewelry -- sat and studied it on and on -- and when he
looked up, he was in another universe. I didn't explain how or why this happened
because I don't know, and I would defy anyone, writer, reader, or critic, to give a so-
called "explanation." There cannot be one because, of course, as we all know, such a
concept is merely a fictional premise; none of us, in our right minds, entertains for even
an instant the notion that such alternate universes exist in any actual sense. But let us
say, just for fun, that they do. Then, if they do, how are they linked to each other, if in
fact they are (or would be) linked? If you drew a map of them, showing their locations,
what would the map look like? For instance (and I think this is a very important
question), are they absolutely separate one from another, or do they overlap? Because if
they overlap, then such problems as "Where do they exist?" and "How do you get from



one to the next?" admit to a possible solution. I am saying, simply, if they do indeed
exist, and if they do indeed overlap, then we may in some literal, very real sense inhabit
several of them to various degrees at any given time. And although we all see one
another as living humans walking about and talking and acting, some of us may inhabit
relatively greater amounts of, say, Universe One than the other people do; and some of
us may inhabit relatively greater amounts of Universe Two, Track Two, instead, and so
on. It may not merely be that our subjective impressions of the world differ, but there
may be an overlapping, a superimposition, of a number of worlds so that objectively, not
subjectively, our worlds may differ. Our perceptions differ as a result of this. And I want
to add this statement at this point, which I find to be a fascinating concept: It may be that
some of these superimposed worlds are passing out of existence, along the lateral time
line I spoke of, and some are in the process of moving toward greater, rather than
lesser, actualization. These processes would occur simultaneously and not at all in
linear time. The kind of process we are talking about here is a transformation, a kind of
metamorphosis, invisibly achieved. But very real. And very important.

Contemplating this possibility of a lateral arrangement of worlds, a plurality of
overlapping Earths along whose linking axis a person can somehow move -- can travel
in a mysterious way from worst to fair to good to excellent -- contemplating this in
theological terms, perhaps we could say that herewith we suddenly decipher the
elliptical utterances that Christ expressed regarding the Kingdom of God, specifically
where it is located. He seems to have given contradictory and puzzling answers. But
suppose, just suppose for an instant, that the cause of the perplexity lay not in any
desire on his part to baffle or to hide, but in the inadequacy of the question. "My
Kingdom is not of this world," he is reported to have said. "The Kingdom is within you."
Or possibly, "It is among you." I put before you now the notion, which I personally find
exciting, that he may have had in mind that which I speak of as the lateral axis of
overlapping realms that contain among them a spectrum of aspects ranging from the
unspeakably malignant to the beautiful. And Christ was saying over and over again that
there really are many objective realms, somehow related, and somehow bridgeable by
living -- not dead -- men, and that the most wondrous of these worlds was a just
kingdom in which either He Himself or God Himself or both of them ruled. And he did not
merely speak of a variety of ways of subjectively viewing one world; the Kingdom was
and is an actual different place, at the opposite end of continua starting with slavery and
utter pain. It was his mission to teach his disciples the secret of crossing along this
orthogonal path. He did not merely report what lay there; He taught the method of
getting there. But, tragically, the secret was lost. The enemy, the Roman authority,
crushed it. And so we do not have it. But perhaps we can refind it, since we know that
such a secret exists.

This would account for the apparent contradictions regarding the question as to
whether the Just Kingdom is ever to be established here on Earth or whether it is a
place or state we go to after death. I'm sure I don't have to tell you that this issue has
been a fundamental one -- and an unresolved one -- throughout the history of
Christianity. Christ and St. Paul both seem to say emphatically that an actual breaking
through into time, into our world, by the hosts of God, will unexpectedly occur.
Thereupon, after some exciting drama, a thousand-year paradise, a rightful Kingdom,
will be established -- at least for those who have done their homework and chores and
generally paid attention. . . have not Gone To Sleep, as one parable puts it. We are



enjoined repeatedly in the New Testament to be vigilant, that for the Christian it is
always day, there is always light, by which he can see this event when it comes. See
this event. Does that imply that many persons who are somehow asleep or blind or not
vigilant -- they will not see it, even though it occurs? Consider the significance that can
be assigned to these notions. The Kingdom will come here, unexpectedly (this is always
stressed); the rightful faithful shall see it, because for them it is always daytime, but for
the others ... what seems expressed here is the paradoxical but enthralling thought that -
- and hear this and ponder -- the Kingdom, were it established here, would not be visible
to those outside it. I offer the idea that, in more modern terms, what is meant is that
some of us will travel laterally to that best world and some will not; they will remain stuck
along the lateral axis, which means that for them the Kingdom did not come, not in their
alternate world. And yet meantime it did come in ours. So it comes and yet does not
come. Amazing.

Please ask yourself, What event signals the establishment or reestablishment of
the Kingdom? Of course it is nothing other than the Second Advent, the return of the
King Himself. Following my reasoning as to the existence of worlds along a lateral axis,
one could reason, "Certainly the Second Coming has not taken place -- at least not
along this Track, in this universe." But then one could speculate, logically, "But perhaps
it came exactly as stipulated in the New Testament: during the lifetime of those living
then, back in the Apostolic Age." I enjoy -- I find fascinating -- this concept. What an idea
for a novel, an alternate Earth in which the Parousia took place, say, around A.D. 70. Or,
say, during the medieval period -- say, at the time of the Catherist Crusades. . . how
neat an idea for an alternate-world novel! The protagonist somehow is transported from
this, our universe, in which the Second Coming did not take place or has not taken place
-- is transported to one in which it occurred centuries ago.

But if you have followed my conjectures about the overlapping of these alternate
worlds, and you sense as I do the possibility that if there are three there may be thirty or
three thousand of them -- and that some of us live in this one, others of us in another
one, others in others, and that events in one track cannot be perceived by persons not in
that track -- well, let me say what I want to say and be done with it. I think I once
experienced a track in which the Savior returned. But I experienced it just very briefly. I
am not there now. I am not sure I ever was. Certainly I may never be again. I grieve for
that loss, but loss it is; somehow I moved laterally, but then fell back, and then it was
gone. A vanished mountain and a stream. The sound of bells. All gone now for me;
entirely gone.

I, in my stories and novels, often write about counterfeit worlds, semi-real worlds,
as well as deranged private worlds inhabited, often, by just one person, while,
meantime, the other characters either remain in their own worlds throughout or are
somehow drawn into one of the peculiar ones. This theme occurs in the corpus of my
twenty-seven years of writing. At no time did I have a theoretical or conscious
explanation for my preoccupation with these pluriform pseudoworlds, but now I think I
understand. What I was sensing was the manifold of partially actualized realities lying
tangent to what evidently is the most actualized one, the one that the majority of us, by
consensus gentium [general consent], agree on.

Although originally I presumed that the differences between these worlds was
caused entirely by the subjectivity of the various human viewpoints, it did not take me
long to open the question as to whether it might not be more than that -- that in fact



plural realities did exist superimposed onto one another like so many film
transparencies. What I still do not grasp, however, is how one reality out of the many
becomes actualized in contradistinction to the others. Perhaps none does. Or perhaps
again it hangs on an agreement in viewpoint by a sufficiency of people. More likely the
matrix world, the one with the true core of being, is determined by the Programmer. He
or it articulates -- prints out, so to speak -- the matrix choice and fuses it with actual
substance. The core or essence of reality -- that which receives or attains it and to what
degree -- that is within the purview of the Programmer; this selection and reselection are
part of general creativity, of world-building, which seems to be its or his task. A problem,
perhaps, which he or it is running, which is to say in the process of solving.

This problem-solving by means of reprogramming variables along the linear time
axis of our universe, thereby generating branched-off lateral worlds -- I have the
impression that the metaphor of the chessboard is especially useful in evaluating how
this all can be -- in fact must be. Across from the Programmer-Reprogrammer sits a
counterentity, whom Joseph Campbell calls the dark counterplayer. God, the
Programmer-Reprogrammer, is not making his moves of improvement against inert
matter; he is dealing with a cunning opponent. Let us say that on the game board -- our
universe in space-time -- the dark counterplayer makes a move; he sets up a reality
situation. Being the dark player, the outcome of his desires constitutes what we
experience as evil: nongrowth, the power of the lie, death and the decay of forms, the
prison of immutable cause and effect. But the Programmer-Reprogrammer has already
laid down his response; it has already happened, these moves on his part. The printout,
which we undergo as historic events, passes through stages of a dialectical interaction,
thesis and antithesis as the forces of the two players mingle. Evidently some syntheses
fall to the dark counterplayer, and yet they do not, by virtue of the fact that, in advance,
our great Advocate selected variables, the alteration of which brings final victory to him.
In winning each sequence in turn he claims some of us, we who participate in the
sequence. This is why instinctively people pray, "Libera me Domine," which decodes to
mean, "Extricate me, Programmer, as you achieve one victory after another; include me
in that triumph. Move me along the lateral axis so that I am not left out." What we sense
as "being left out" means remaining under the jurisdiction of, or falling prey to, the
malignant power. But that malignant power, for all its guile, has already lost even as it
wins, for in some way the counterplayer is blind and so the Programmer-Reprogrammer
possesses an advantage.

The great medieval Arabic philosopher, Avicenna, wrote that God does not see
time as we do; i.e. for him there is no past nor present nor future. Now, supposing
Avicenna is correct, let us imagine a situation in which God, from whatever vantage
point he exists at, decides to intervene into our space-time world; i.e. break through from
his timeless realm into human history. But if there is only omnipresent reality from his
viewpoint, then he can as easily break through into what for us is the past as he can
break through into what for us is the present or future. It is exactly like a chess player
gazing down at the chessboard; he can move any of his pieces that he wishes.
Following Avicenna's reasoning, we can say that God, in desiring, for example, to bring
about the Second Advent, need not limit the event to our present or future; he can
breach our past -- in other words, change our past history; he can cause it to have
happened already. And this would be true for any change he wished to make, large or
small. For instance, suppose an event in our year A.D. 1970 does not meet with God's



idea of how it all should go. He can obliterate it or tinker with it, improve it, whatever he
wishes, even at a prior point in linear time. This is his advantage.

I submit to you that such alterations, the creation or selection of such so-called
"alternate presents," is continually taking place. The very fact that we can conceptually
deal with this notion -- that is, entertain it as an idea -- is a first step in discerning such
processes themselves. But I doubt if we will ever be able in any real fashion to
demonstrate, to scientifically prove, that such lateral change processes do occur.
Probably all we would have to go on would be vestiges of memory, fleeting impressions,
dreams, nebulous intuitions that somehow things had been different in some way -- and
not long ago but now. We might reflexively reach for a light switch in the bathroom only
to discover that it was -- always had been -- in another place entirely. We might reach for
the air vent in our car where there was no air vent -- a reflex left over from a previous
present, still active at a subcortical level. We might dream of people and places we had
never seen as vividly as if we had seen them, actually known them. But we would not
know what to make of this, assuming we took time to ponder it at all. One very
pronounced impression would probably occur to us, to many of us, again and again, and
always without explanation: the acute, absolute sensation that we had done once before
what we were just about to do now, that we so to speak lived a particular moment or
situation previously -- but in what sense could it be called "previously," since only the
present, not the past, was evidently involved? We would have the overwhelming
impression that we were reliving the present, perhaps in precisely the same way,
hearing the same words, saying the same words. . . I submit that these impressions are
valid and significant, and I will even say this: Such an impression is a clue that at some
past time point a variable was changed -- reprogrammed, as it were -- and that, because
of this, an alternate world branched off, became actualized instead of the prior one, and
that in fact, in literal fact, we are once more living this particular segment of linear time. A
breaching, a tinkering, a change had been made, but not in our present -- had been
made in our past. Evidently such an alteration would have a peculiar effect on those
persons involved; they would, so to speak, be moved back one square or several
squares on the board game that constitutes our reality. Conceivably this could happen
any number of times, affecting any number of people, as alternative variables were
reprogrammed. We would have to go live out each reprogramming along the
subsequent linear time axis, but to the Programmer, whom we call God -- to him the
results of the reprogramming would be apparent at once. We are within time and he is
not. Thus, too, this might account for the sensation people get of having lived past lives.
They may well have, but not in the past; previous lives, rather, in the present. In perhaps
an unending repeated and repeated present, like a great clock dial in which grand clock
hands sweep out the same circumference forever, with all of us carried along
unknowingly, yet dimly suspecting.

Since at the resolution of every encounter of thesis and antithesis between the
dark counterplayer and the divine Programmer a new synthesis is struck off, and since it
is possible that each time this happens a lateral world may be generated, and since I
conceive that each synthesis or resolution is to some degree a victory by the
Programmer, each struck-off world, in sequence, must be an improvement upon -- not
just the prior one -- but an improvement over all the latent or merely possible outcomes.
It is better but in no sense perfect -- i.e. final. It is merely an improved stage within a
process. What I envision clearly is that the Programmer is perpetually using the



antecedent universe as a gigantic stockpile for each new synthesis, the antecedent
universe then possessing the aspect of chaos or anomie in relation to an emerging new
cosmos. Therefore the endless process of sequential struck-off alternate worlds,
emerging and being infused with actualization, is negentropic in some way that we
cannot see.

In my novel Ubik I present a motion along a retrograde entropic axis, in terms of
Platonic forms rather than any decay or reversion we normally conceive. Perhaps the
normal forward motion along this axis, away from entropy, accruing rather than
divesting, is identical with the axis line that I characterize as lateral, which is to say, in
orthogonal rather than linear time. If this is so, the novel Ubik inadvertently contains
what could be called a scientific rather than a philosophical idea. But here I am only
guessing. Still, the fiction writer may have written more than he consciously knew.

What blinds us to this hierarchy of evolving form in each new synthesis is that we
are unaware of the lesser, unactualized worlds. And this process of interaction,
continually forming the new, obliterates at each stage that which came before. What, at
any given present instant we possess of the past, is twofold but dubious: We possess
external, objective traces of the past embedded in the present, and we possess inner
memories. But both are subject to the rule of imperfection, since both are merely bits of
reality and not the intact form. What we retain existentially and mentally are therefore
inadequate guides. This is implied by the very emergence of true newness itself; if truly
new, it must somehow kill the old, the that which was. And, especially, that which did not
come to fully be.

What we need at this point is to locate, to bring forth as evidence, someone who
has managed somehow -- it doesn't matter how, really -- to retain memories of a
different present, latent alternate world impressions, different in some significant way
from this, the one that is at this stage actualized. According to my theoretical view, it
would almost certainly be memories of a worse world than this. For it is not reasonable
that God the Programmer and Reprogrammer would substitute a worse world in terms of
freedom or beauty or love or order or healthiness -- by any standard that we know.
When a mechanic works on your malfunctioning car he does not damage it further; when
a writer creates a second draft of a novel he does not debase it further but strives to
improve it. I suppose it could be argued in a strictly theoretical way that God might be
evil or insane and would in fact substitute a worse world for a better one, but frankly I
cannot take that idea seriously. Let us then pass over it. So let us ask, Does any one of
us remember in any dim fashion a worse Earth circa 1977 than this? Have your young
men seen visions and our old men dreamed dreams? Nightmare dreams specifically,
about a world of enslavement and evil, of prisons and jailers and ubiquitous police? I
have. I wrote out those dreams in novel after novel, story after story; to name two in
which this prior ugly present obtained most clearly I cite The Man in the High Castle and
my 1974 novel about the United States as a police state, called Flow My Tears, the
Policeman Said.

I am going to be very candid with you: I wrote both novels based on fragmentary
residual memories of such a horrid slave state world -- or perhaps the term "world" is the
wrong one, and I should say "United States," since in both novels I was writing about my
own country.

In The Man in the High Castle there is a novelist, Hawthorne Abendsen, who has
written an alternate-world novel in which Germany, Italy, and Japan lost World War II. At



the conclusion of The Man in the High Castle, a woman appears at Abendsen's door to
tell him what he does not know: that his novel is true; the Axis did indeed lose the war.
The irony of this ending -- Abendsen finding out that what he had supposed to be pure
fiction spun out of his imagination was in fact true -- the irony is this: that my own
supposed imaginative work The Man in the High Castle is not fiction -- or rather is fiction
only now, thank God. But there was an alternate world, a previous present, in which that
particular time track actualized -- actualized and then was abolished due to intervention
at some prior date. I am sure, as you hear me say this, you do not really believe me, or
even believe that I believe it myself. But nevertheless it is true. I retain memories of that
other world. That is why you will find it again described in the later novel Flow My Tears.
The world of Flow My Tears is an actual (or rather once actual) alternate world, and I
remember it in detail. I do not know who else does. Maybe no one else does. Perhaps
all of you were always -- have always been -- here. But I was not. In March 1974 I began
to remember consciously, rather than merely subconsciously, that black iron prison
police state world. Upon consciously remembering it I did not need to write about it
because I have always been writing about it. Nonetheless, my amazement was great, to
remember consciously suddenly that it was once so -- as I'm sure you can imagine. Put
yourself in my place. In novel after novel, story after story, over a twenty-five-year
period, I wrote repeatedly about a particular other landscape, a dreadful one. In March
1974 I understood why, in my writing, I continually reverted to an awareness, in
intimation of, that one particular world. I had good reason to. My novels and stories
were, without my realizing it consciously, autobiographical. It was -- this return of
memory -- the most extraordinary experience of my life. Or rather I should say lives,
since I had at least two: one there and subsequently one here, where we are now.

I can even tell you what caused me to remember. In late February 1974 I was
given sodium pentothol for the extraction of impacted wisdom teeth. Later that day, back
home again but still deeply under the influence of the sodium pentothol, I had a short,
acute flash of recovered memory. In one instant I caught it all, but immediately rejected it
-- rejected it, however, with the realization that what I had retrieved in the way of buried
memories was authentic. Then, in mid-March, the corpus of memories, whole, intact,
began to return. You are free to believe me or free to disbelieve, but please take my
word on it that I am not joking; this is very serious, a matter of importance. I am sure that
at the very least you will agree that for me even to claim this is in itself amazing. Often
people claim to remember past lives; I claim to remember a different, very different,
present life. I know of no one who has ever made that claim before, but I rather suspect
that my experience is not unique; what perhaps is unique is the fact that I am willing to
talk about it.

If you have followed me this far, I would like you to be kindly enough disposed to
go a little further with me. I would like to share with you something I knew -- retrieved --
along with the blocked-off memories. In March 1974 the reprogrammed variables,
tinkered with back at some earlier date, probably in the late forties -- in March 1974 the
payoff, the results, of at least one and possibly more of the reprogrammed variables
lying along the linear time line in our past, set in. What happened between March and
August 1974 was the result of at least one reprogrammed variable laid down perhaps
thirty years before, setting into motion a thread of change that culminated in what I am
sure you will admit was a spectacularly important -- and unique -- historical event: the
forced removal from office of a president of the United States, Richard Nixon, as well as



all those associated with him. In the alternate world that I remembered, the civil rights
movement, the antiwar movement of the sixties, had failed. And, evidently, in the
midseventies Nixon was not removed from power. That which opposed him (if indeed
anything existed that did or could) was inadequate. Therefore one or more factors
tending toward that destruction of the entrenched tyrannical power had retroactively, to
us, come to be introduced. The scales, thirty years later, in 1977, got tipped. Examine
the text of Flow My Tears and, keeping in mind that it was written in 1970 and published
in February 1974, make an effort to construct the previous events that would have had
to take place, or not take place, to account for the world depicted in the novel as lying
slightly in the future. One small but critical theme is alluded to twice (I believe) in Flow
My Tears. It has to do with Nixon. In the future world of Flow My Tears, in the dreadful
slave state that exists and evidently has existed for decades, Richard Nixon is
remembered as an exalted, heroic leader -- referred to, in fact, as the "Second Only
Begotten Son of God." It is evident from this and many other clues that Flow My Tears
deals not with our future but the future of a present world alternate to our own. Blacks,
by the time Flow My Tears takes place, have become an ecological rarity, protected "as
are wild whooping cranes." In the novel one rarely sees blacks on the streets of the
United States. But the year in which Flow My Tears takes place is only eleven years
from now: October 1988. Obviously the fascist genocide against the blacks in the United
States in my novel began long before 1977; a number of readers have pointed this out
to me. One of them even pointed out that a careful reading of Flow My Tears not only
indicates that the society depicted, the U.S. police state of 1988, had to be an alternate-
world novel, but this reader pointed out that mysteriously, at the very end of the novel,
the protagonist, Felix Buckman, appears somehow to have slipped over into a different
world, one in which blacks were not exterminated. Early in the novel it is stipulated that a
black couple is allowed by law to bear only one single child; yet, at the end of the novel,
the black man at the all-night gas station proudly gets out his wallet and shows Police
General Buckman photographs of his three children. The open manner in which the
black man shows the pictures to a perfect stranger indicates that for some weird and
unexplained reason it is now no longer illegal for a black couple to have several children.
Somehow, just as Mr. Togomi slipped over briefly into our alternate present, General
Buckman in Flow My Tears did the same thing. It is even evident in the text of Flow My
Tears when and where the police general slipped over. It was just before he landed his
flying vehicle at the all-night gas station and encountered -- hugged, in fact -- the black
man; the slipover, which is to say the moment in which the absolutely repressive world
of the bulk of the novel faded out, took place during the interval in which General
Buckman experienced a strange dream about a kinglike old man with white wool-like
beard, wearing robes and a helmet and leading a posse of similarly helmeted robed
knights -- this king and these helmeted knights appearing in the rural world of farmhouse
and pastureland where General Buckman had lived as a boy. The dream, I think, was a
graphic depiction in General Buckman's mind of the transformation taking place
objectively; it was a kind of inner analog to what was happening outside him to his entire
world.

This accounts for the changed Buckman, the very different police general who
lands at the all-night gas station and draws the heart with an arrow piercing it, giving the
piece of paper with its drawing to the black man as a communication of love. Buckman
at the gas station in encountering the black stranger is not the same Buckman who



appeared earlier throughout the book: The transformation is complete. But he is
unaware of it. Only Jason Taverner, the once-famous television personality who woke
up one day to find himself in a world that had never heard of him -- only Taverner, when
his mysteriously taken-away popularity seeps back, understands that several alternate
realities -- two upon a cursory reading, but at least three if the ending is studied
scrupulously -- only Jason Taverner remembers. This is the whole basic plot of the
novel: One morning Jason Taverner, popular TV and recording star, wakes up in a
fleabag dingy hotel room to find all his identification papers gone, and, worse yet, finds
that no one has ever heard of him -- the basic plot is that for some arcane reason the
entire population of the United States has in one instant of linear time completely and
collectively forgotten a man whose face on the cover of Time magazine should be a face
virtually every reader would identify without effort. In this novel I am saying, "The entire
population of a large country, a continent-sized country, can wake up one morning
having entirely forgotten something they all previously knew, and none of them is the
wiser." In the novel it is a popular TV and recording star whom they have forgotten,
which is of importance, really, only to that particular star or former star. But my
hypothesis is presented here nonetheless in a disguised form, because (I am saying) if
an entire country can overnight forget one thing they all know, they can forget other
things, more important things; in fact, overwhelmingly important things. I am writing
about amnesia on the part of millions of people, of, so to speak, fake memories laid
down. This theme of faked memories is a constant thread in my writing over the years. It
was also Van Vogt's. And yet, can one contemplate this as a serious possibility,
something that could actually happen? Who of us has asked himself that? I did not ask
myself that prior to March 1974; I include myself.

You will recall that I pointed out that after Police General Buckman slipped over
into a better world he underwent an inner change appropriate to the qualities of the
better world, the more just, the more loving, the warmer world in which the tyranny of the
police apparatus was already beginning to fade away as would a dream upon the
awakening of the dreamer. In March 1974, when I regained my buried memories (a
process called in Greek anamnesis, which literally means the loss of forgetfulness rather
than merely remembering) -- upon those memories reentering consciousness I, like
General Buckman, underwent a personality change. Like his, it was fundamental but at
the same time subtle. It was me but yet it was not me. I noticed it mostly in small ways:
things I should have remembered but did not; things I did remember (ah, what things!)
but should not have. Evidently this had been my personality in what I call Track A. You
may be interested in one aspect of my restored memories that strikes me as most
astonishing. In the previous alternate present, in Track A, Christianity was illegal, as it
had been two thousand years ago at its inception. It was regarded as subversive and
revolutionary -- and, let me add, this appraisal by the police authorities was correct. It
took me almost two weeks, after the return of my memories of my life in Track A, to rid
myself of the overpowering impression that all references to Christ, all sacerdotal acts,
had to be veiled in absolute secrecy. But historically this fits the pattern of a fascist
takeover, especially those along Nazi lines. They did so regard Christianity. And, had
they attained a victory in the war, this surely would have been their policy in that portion
of the United States that they controlled. For example, Jehovah's Witnesses, under the
Nazis, were gassed in the concentration camps along with the Jews and Gypsies; they
were placed right up at the top of the list. And, in that other modern totalitarian state, for



the same reason it is banned and its members persecuted; I mean, of course, the
USSR. The three great tyrannical states in history that have murdered their domestic
Christian populations  -- Rome, the Third Reich, and the USSR -- are, from an objective
standpoint, three manifestations of a single matrix. Your own personal beliefs about
religion are not an issue here; what is an issue is a historic fact, and therefore I ask you
to ponder objectively what the overwhelming fear I felt regarding Christian rites and
protestations of faith signifies about the Track A society abruptly remembered. It is a
decisive clue about Track A. It tells us how radically different it was. I would like you, if
you have gone this far, to accept my statements about my other memories that, under
the sodium Pentothal, returned; it was a prison. It was dreadful; we overthrew it, just as
we overthrew the Nixon tyranny, but it was far more cruel, incredibly so, and there was a
great battle and loss of life. And, please, let me add one other fact, maybe objectively
unimportant but to me interesting nonetheless. It was in February 1974 that my blocked-
off memories of Track A returned, and it was in February 1974 that Flow My Tears was
finally, after two years' delay, published. It was almost as if the release of the novel,
which had been delayed so long, meant that in a certain sense it was all right for me to
remember. But until then it was better that I did not. Why that would be I do not know,
but I have the impression that the memories were not to come to the surface until the
material had been published very sincerely on the author's part as what he believed to
be fiction. Perhaps, had I known, I would have been too frightened to write the novel. Or
perhaps I would have shot my mouth off and somehow interfered with the effectiveness
of these several books -- whatever effectiveness that might be or was. I do not even
claim there was an intended effectiveness; perhaps there was none at all. But if there
was one -- and I repeat the word "if" emphatically -- it was almost certainly to stir
subliminal memories in readers back to dim life -- not a conscious life, not an entering
consciousness as in my own case, but to recall to them on a deep and profound, albeit
unconscious level, what a police tyranny is like, and how vital it is, now or then, at any
time, along any track, to defeat it. In March 1974 the really crucial moves to depose
Nixon were beginning. In August, five months later, they proved successful, although
these reprogrammings, this intervention in our present, may have been designed more
to affect a future continuum rather than our own. As I said at the beginning, ideas seem
to have a life of their own; they appear to seize on people and make use of them. The
idea that seized me twenty-seven years ago and never let go is this: Any society in
which people meddle in other people's business is not a good society, and a state in
which the government "knows more about you than you know about yourself," as it is
expressed in Flow My Tears, is a state that must be overthrown. It may be a theocracy,
a fascist corporate state, or reactionary monopolistic capitalism or centralistic socialism -
- that aspect does not matter. And I am saying not merely, "It can happen here,"
meaning the United States, but rather, "It did happen here. I remember. I was one of the
secret Christians who fought it and to at least some extent helped overthrow it." And I
am very proud of that: proud of myself in time Track A. But there is, unfortunately, a
somber intimation that accompanies my pride as to my work there. I think that in that
previous world I did not live past March 1974. I fell victim to a police trap, a net or mesh.
However, in this one, which I will call Track B, I had better luck. But we fought here in
this track a much lighter tyranny, a far stupider one. Or, perhaps, we had assistance:
The anterior reprogramming of one or more historic variables came to our rescue.
Sometimes I think (and this is, of course, pure speculation, a happy fantasy of my soul)



that because of what we accomplished there -- or anyhow attempted to, and very
bravely -- we who were directly involved were allowed to live on here, past the terminal
point that brought us down in that other, worse world. It is a sort of miraculous kindness.

This gracious gift serves to delineate for us -- for me at least -- some aspects of
the Programmer. It causes me to comprehend him after a fashion. I think we cannot
know what he is, but we can experience this functioning and so can ask, "What does he
resemble?" Not "What is he?" but rather "What is he like?"

First and foremost, he controls the objects, processes, and events in our space-
time world. This is, for us, the primary aspect, although intrinsically he may possess
aspects of vaster magnitude but of less applicability to us. I have spoken of myself as a
reprogrammed variable, and I have spoken of him as the Programmer and
Reprogrammer. During a short period of time in March 1974, at the moment in which I
was resynthesized, I was aware perceptually -- which is to say aware in an external way
-- of his presence. At that time I had no idea what I was seeing? [sic; this question mark
appears, in context, to be a typo]. It resembled plasmic energy. It had colors. It moved
fast, collecting and dispersing. But what it was, what he was -- I am not sure even now,
except I can tell you that he had simulated normal objects and their processes so as to
copy them and in such an artful way as to make himself invisible within them. As the
Vedantists put it, he was the fire within the flint, the razor within the razor case. Later
research showed me that in terms of group cultural experience, the name Brahman has
been given to this omnipresent immanent entity. I quote a fragment of an American
poem ["Brahma"] by Emerson; it conveys what I experienced:

They reckon ill who leave me out;
When me they fly I am the wings.
I am the doubter and the doubt,
And I the hymn the Brahman sings.

By this I mean that during that short period -- a matter of hours or perhaps a day -- I was
aware of nothing that was not the Programmer. All the things in our pluriform world were
segments or subsections of him. Some were at rest but many moved, and did so like
portions of a breathing organism that inhaled, exhaled, grew, changed, evolved toward
some final state that by its absolute wisdom it had chosen for itself. I mean to say, I
experienced it as self-creating, dependent on nothing outside it because very simply
there was nothing outside it.

As I saw this I felt keenly that through all the years of my life I had been literally
blind; I remember saying over and over to my wife, "I've regained my sight! I can see
again!" It seemed to me that up until that moment I had been merely guessing as to the
nature of the reality around me. I understood that I had not acquired a new faculty of
perception but had, rather, regained an old one. For a day or so I saw as we once all
had, thousands of years ago. But how had we come to lose sight, this superior eye? The
morphology must still be present in us, not only latent; otherwise I could not have
reacquired it even briefly. This puzzles me yet. How was it that for forty-six years I did
not truly see but only guessed at the nature of the world, and then briefly did see, but
soon after, lost that sight and became semiblind again? The interval in which I actually
saw was, evidently, the interval in which the Programmer was reworking me. He had
moved forward as palpably sentient and alive, as set to ground; he had disclosed



himself. Thus it is said that Christianity, Judaism, and Islam are revealed religions. Our
God is the deus absconditus: the hidden god. But why? Why is it necessary that we be
deceived regarding the nature of our reality? Why has he cloaked himself as a plurality
of unrelated objects and his movements as a plurality of chance processes? All the
changes, all the permutations of reality that we see are expressions of the purposeful
growing and unfolding of this single entelechy; it is a plant, a flower, an opening rose. It
is a humming hive of bees. It is music, a kind of singing. Obviously I saw the
Programmer as he really is, as he really behaves, only because he had seized on me to
reshape me, so I say, "I know why I saw him," but I cannot say, "I know why I do not see
him now, nor why anyone else does not." Do we collectively dwell in a kind of laser
hologram, real creatures in a manufactured quasi-world, a stage set within whose
artifacts and creatures a mind moves that is determined to remain unknown?

A newspaper article about this speech could well be titled: AUTHOR CLAIMS TO
HAVE SEEN GOD BUT CAN'T GIVE ACCOUNT OF WHAT HE SAW.

If I consider the term by which I designate him -- the Programmer and
Reprogrammer -- perhaps I can extract from that a partial answer. I call him what I call
him because that was what I witnessed him doing: He had previously programmed the
lives here but now was altering one or more crucial factors -- this in the service of
completing a structure or plan. I reason along these lines: A human scientist who
operates a computer does not bias nor warp, does not prejudice, the outcome of his
calculations. A human ethnologist does not allow himself to contaminate his own
findings by participating in the culture he studies. Which is to say, in certain kinds of
endeavors it is essential that the observer remain occluded off from that which he
observes. There is nothing malign in this, no sinister deception. It is merely necessary. If
indeed we are, collectively, being moved along desired paths toward a desired outcome,
the entity that sets us in motion along those lines, that entity which not only desires the
particular outcome but that wills that outcome -- he must not enter into it palpably or the
outcome will be aborted. What, then, we must turn our attention to is -- not the
Programmer -- but the events programmed. Concealed though the former is, the latter
will confront us; we are involved in it -- in fact, we are instruments by which it is
accomplished.

There is no doubt in my mind as to the larger, historic purpose of the
reprogramming that paid off so spectacularly and gloriously in 1974. Currently I am
writing a novel about it; the novel is called V.A.L.I.S., the letters standing for "VAST
ACTIVE LIVING INTELLIGENCE SYSTEM." In the novel a government researcher who
is very gifted but a little crazy formulates a hypothesis that declares that, located
somewhere in our world, there exists a mimicking organism of high intelligence; it so
successfully mimics natural objects and processes that humans are routinely unaware of
it. When, due to chance or exceptional circumstances, a human does perceive it, he
simply calls it "God" and lets it go at that. In my novel, however, the government
researcher is determined to treat this vast, intelligent, mimicking entity the way a
scientist would treat anything under scrutiny. His problem is, however, that by his own
hypothesis he cannot detect the entity -- certainly a frustrating experience for him.

But also in my novel I write about another person, unknown to this government
researcher; that person has been having unusual experiences for which he has no
theory. He has in fact been encountering Valis, who is in the process of reprogramming
him. The two characters possess between them the whole truth: the correct but



untestable hypothesis by one, the unexplained experiences by the other. And it is this
other man, this nonscientific person, whom I identify with, because he, like me -- he is
beginning to retrieve blocked-off memories of another world, memories he cannot
account for. But he has no theory. None at all.

In the novel I myself appear as a character, under my own name. I am a science
fiction writer who has accepted a large advance payment for a yet unwritten novel and
who must now come up with that novel before a deadline. I, in the book -- I know both
these men, Houston Paige, the government researcher with the theory, and Nicholas
Brady, who is undergoing the unfathomable experiences. I begin to make use of material
from both. My purpose is merely that of meeting my contractual deadline. But, as I
continue to write about Houston Paige's theory and Nicholas Brady's experiences, I
begin to see that everything fits together. I, in the novel, hold both key and lock, and no
one else does.

You can see, I am sure, that it is inevitable, in my novel Valis, that eventually
Houston Paige and Nicholas Brady meet. But this meeting has an odd effect on Houston
Paige, he with the theory. Paige undergoes a total psychotic breakdown as a result of
getting confirmation of his theory. He could imagine it but he cannot believe it. In his
head his ingenious theory is dissociated from reality. And this is an intuition which I feel:
that many of us believe in Valis or God or Brahman or the Programmer, but if we ever
actually encountered it we could simply not handle it. It would be like a child driven mad
by Christmas. He could sustain hoping and waiting, he could pray, he could wish, he
could suppose and imagine and even believe; but the actual manifestation -- that is too
much for our small circuits. And yet the child grows up and there is the man. And those
circuits -- they grow, too. But to remember a different, discarded world? And to perceive
the great planning mind that achieved that abolition, that unthreading of evil?

One thing I really want you to know: I am aware that the claims I am making --
claims of having retrieved buried memories of an alternate present and to have
perceived the agency responsible for arranging that alteration -- these claims can neither
be proved nor can they even be made to sound rational in the usual sense of the word.
It has taken me over three years to reach the point where I am willing to tell anyone but
my closest friends about my experience beginning back at the vernal equinox of 1974.
One of the reasons motivating me to speak about it publicly at last, to openly make this
claim, is a recent encounter I have undergone, which, by the way, bears a resemblance
to Hawthorne Abendsen's experience in The Man in the High Castle with the woman
Juliana Frink. Juliana read Abendsen's book about a world in which Germany and Japan
and Italy lost World War II and felt she should tell him what she comprehended about
the book. This final scene in The Man in the High Castle has, I think, been the source for
a similar scene in my later story "Faith of Our Fathers," where the girl Tanya Lee shows
up and acquaints the protagonist with the actual reality situation -- which is to say, that
much of his world is delusional, and purposefully so. For several years I have had the
feeling, a growing feeling, that one day a woman, who would be a complete stranger to
me, would contact me, tell me that she had some information to impart to me, would
then appear at my door, just as Juliana appeared at Abendsen's door, and would
forthwith in the gravest possible way tell me exactly what Juliana told Abendsen -- that
my book, like his, was in a certain real, literal, and physical sense not fiction but the
truth. Precisely that has recently happened to me. I am speaking of a woman who
systematically read each and every novel of mine, more than thirty of them, as well as



many of my stories. And she did appear; and she was a total stranger; and she did
inform me of this fact. At first she was curious to find out if I myself knew, or if not that,
whether I suspected it. The probing between us, the cautious questioning, lasted three
weeks. She did not inform me suddenly or immediately, but rather gradually, watching
carefully each step of the way, each step along the path of communication and
understanding, to see my reaction. It was a solemn matter, really, for her to drive four
hundred miles to visit an author whose many books she had read, books of fiction, of the
author's imagination, to tell him that there are superimposed worlds in which we live, not
one world only, and that she had ascertained that the author in some way was involved
with at least one of these worlds, one canceled out at some past time, rewoven and
replaced, and -- most of all -- does the author consciously know this? It was a tense but
joyful moment when she reached the point where she could speak candidly; that point
did not arrive in our encounter until she was certain that I could handle it. But I had,
three years earlier, posited theoretically that if my retrieved memories were authentic, it
was only a matter of time before a contact, a cautious, guarded probing by someone
would occur, initiated by a person who had read my books and for one reason or
another deduced the actual situation -- I mean, knew what the significant information
was that the books and stories carried. She knew, from my novels and stories, which
world I had experienced, which of the many; what she could not determine until I told her
was that, in February 1975, I had passed across into a third alternate present -- Track C,
we shall call it -- and this one was a garden or park of peace and beauty, a world
superior to ours, rising into existence. I could then speak to her of three rather than two
worlds: the black iron prison world that had been; our intermediate world in which
oppression and war exist but have to a great degree been cast down; and then a third
alternate world that someday, when the correct variables in our past have been
reprogrammed, will materialize as a superimposition onto this one. . . and within which,
as we awaken to it, we shall suppose we had always lived there, the memory of this
intermediate one, like that of the black iron prison world, eradicated mercifully from our
memories.

There may be other persons like this woman who have deduced from evidence
internal to my writing, as well as from their own vestigial memories, that the landscape I
portray as fictional is or was somehow literally real, and that if a grimmer reality could
have once occupied the space that our world occupies, it stands to reason that the
process of reweaving need not end here; this is not the best of all possible worlds, just
as it is not the worst. This woman told me nothing that I did not already know, except
that by independently arriving at the same conclusion she gave me the courage to speak
out, to tell this but at the same time knowing as I do so that in no way -- none that I know
of, at least -- can this presentation be verified. The best I can do, rather than that, is to
play the role of prophet, of ancient prophets and such oracles as the sibyl at Delphi, and
to talk of a wonderful garden world, much like that which once our ancestors are said to
have inhabited -- in fact, I sometimes imagine it to be exactly that same world restored,
as if a false trajectory of our world will eventually be fully corrected and once more we
will be where once, many thousands of years ago, we lived and were happy. During the
brief time I walked about in it I had the strong impression that it was our legitimate home
that somehow we had lost. The time I spent there was short -- about six hours of real
elapsed time. But I remember it well. In the novel I wrote with Roger Zelazny, Deus Irae,
I describe it toward the end, at the point where the curse is lifted from the world by the



death and transfiguration of the God of Wrath. What was most amazing to me about this
parklike world, this Track C, was the non-Christian elements forming the basis of it; it
was not what my Christian training had prepared me for at all. Even when it began to
phase out I still saw sky; I saw land and dark blue smooth water, and standing by the
edge of the water a beautiful nude woman whom I recognized as Aphrodite. At that point
this other better world had diminished to a mere landscape beyond a Golden Rectangle
doorway; the outline of the doorway pulsed with laserlike light and it all grew smaller and
was at last alas gone from sight, the 3:5 doorway devouring itself into nothingness,
sealing off what lay beyond. I have not seen it since, but I had the firm impression that
this was the next world -- not of the Christians -- but the Arcady of the Greco-Roman
pagan world, something older and more beautiful than that which my own religion can
conjure up as a lure to keep us in a state of dutiful morality and faith. What I saw was
very old and very lovely. Sky, sea, land, and the beautiful woman, and then nothing, for
the door had shut and I was closed off back here. It was with a bitter sense of loss that I
saw it go -- saw her go, really, since it all constellated about her. Aphrodite, I discovered
when I looked in my Britannica to see what I could learn about her, was not only the
goddess of erotic love and aesthetic beauty but also the embodiment of the generative
force of life itself; nor was she originally Greek: In the beginning she had been a Semitic
deity, later taken over by the Greeks, who knew a good thing when they saw it. During
those treasured hours what I saw in her was a loveliness that our own religion,
Christianity, at least by comparison, lacks: an incredible symmetry, the palintonos
harmonie that Heraclitus wrote of: the perfect tension and balance of forces within the
strung lyre that bowed by its stretched strings but that appears perfectly at rest, perfectly
at peace. Yet, the strung lyre is a balanced dynamism, immobile only because the
tensions within it are in absolute proportion. This is the quality of the Greek formulation
of beauty: perfection that is dynamic within yet at apparent rest without. Against this
palintonos harmonie the universe plays out the other aesthetic principle incorporated in
the Grecian lyre: the palintropos harmonie, which is the back-and-forth oscillation of the
strings as they are played. I did not see her like this, and perhaps this, the continual
oscillation back and forth, is the deeper, greater rhythm of the universe things coming
into existence and then passing away; change rather than a static durability. But for a
little while I had seen perfect peace, perfect rest, a past we have lost but a past returning
to us as if by means of a long-term oscillation, to be available as our future, in which all
lost things shall be restored.

There is a fascinating passage in the Old Testament in which God says, "For I am
fashioning a new heaven and a new earth, and the memory of the former things will not
enter the mind nor come up into the heart." When I read this I think to myself: I believe I
know a great secret. When the work of restoration is completed, we will not even
remember the tyrannies, the cruel barbarisms of the Earth we inhabited; "not entering
the mind" means we will mercifully forget, and "not coming up into the heart" means that
the vast body of pain and grief and loss and disappointment within us will be expunged
as if it had never been. I believe that process is taking place now, has always been
taking place now. And, mercifully, we are already being permitted to forget that which
formerly was. And perhaps in my novels and stories I have done wrong to urge you to
remember.
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